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What is product risk and why is it important?
Assessing and managing product risks are becoming an increasingly important part of
safer gambling strategies and meeting regulatory obligations, for example:
•
•
•

In some jurisdictions (e.g., the Netherlands), requirements for operators to demonstrate an
awareness of the risks that their products pose
A key aspect of Level 4 Accreditation for the World Lottery Association
In other jurisdictions, various measures are being proposed and considered (e.g., UK)

(p.50, House of Lords Select Committee on the Social and Economic Impact of the Gambling Industry, 2020);
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/1700/documents/16622/default/
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What is product risk and why is it important?

1. Product risk is the extent to which a product (including the game, its platform or its
features) is likely to increase the risk of gambling harm among participants
2. Poor decisions regarding managing product risks may carry significant consequences
•
•

Increased levels harm among customers and penalties for compliance failures
Unnecessary restrictions without actually having any real impact on reducing gambling harms

3. Understanding precisely what makes a product risky is challenging and complex
•
•
•
•

This topic is under-researched – majority of studies lab-based
Fun versus risky?
It is difficult for academics and policy makers to keep up with pace of industry development
> 100 different parameters
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About our collaboration – JP, PD and MC (Kindred PLC)
1. The broad aims are to:
•
•
•

Gather insights to help > minimise the harm and maximising enjoyment
Improve the accuracy and practical application of product risk assessment
Publish evidence in peer-reviewed journals to drive policy making and player protection initiatives

2. Two-pronged approach – examine risks posed TO PLAYERS in relation to:
I.
II.

the PRODUCT comprising all its features (e.g., Game X compared to Game Y)
the various FEATURES of the product (e.g., Volatility X compared to Volatility Y)

3. This project is in its initial stages
•

This presentation includes preliminary insights not yet published in peer-reviewed journals
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About this Sample
1. Data sampled from the Unibet.co.uk website between December 3, 2020, to
December 2, 2021
•

Started with 1945 slot products available

2. Only retained products with (a) a minimum of 100,000 observations (spins) for
representativeness and (b) where requisite parameter information was available
Volatility Level

Number of Slot Products

High

164

Medium-high

85

Medium

110

Low-medium

27

Low

30

Total

416

3. We examined how ‘win-related variables’ (e.g., RTP, LDWs, volatility) affect player behaviour
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including behavioural markers for risk (e.g., play volume, player losses, deposit declines)

1. RTP – Are higher RTP slot games higher risk?
Background
The ‘theoretical RETURN TO PLAYER’ (RTP) refers to the value of prizes that are expected to be
redistributed to players as a proportion of the total amounted staked over a long period of time.

1. Different theoretical positions on how RTP might affect risk:
a.
b.

Lower risk? All things being equal - higher RTP = lower cost of play (Parke et al., 2016)
Greater risk? A more reinforcing experience e.g., frequent/larger wins (Harrigan and Dixon, 2009)

2. Existing empirical evidence gives unclear picture
3. Current Real-World Applications?
• Existing product risk assessment tools (e.g., ASTERIG, GAM-GaRD) use RTP (or
something similar) as one of the risk metrics
•
•

a HIGHER RTP is scored as HIGHER RISK
argued on the basis that it offers higher rates of positive reinforcement
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1. RTP – No significant correlation between RTP & amount wagered
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1. RTP – Higher RTP correlated with better player net position

Support for “Lower RTP = Higher Cost = Increased Risk” Hypothesis’?
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1. RTP – Higher RTP is correlated with a lower stake size per spin
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1. RTP – Higher RTP is correlated with fewer deposit declines
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1. RTP – The role of RTP in product risk
In summary:
• No correlation between RTP & amount wagered
• Higher RTP is correlated with fewer player losses (weak but statistically significant)
• Higher RTP is correlated with a lower stake size per spin (weak but statistically significant)
• Higher RTP is correlated with fewer deposit declines (weak but statistically significant)

Preliminary Discussion:
1. These preliminary findings only apply to a very specific context – not yet generalisable
2. Although statistically significant, effects are relatively small – but still important
3. Preliminary practical implications:
• Should higher RTP be included as a risk factor in risk assessment protocols
• Should RTP be advertised, clear and understandable?
• Should there be a minimum RTP (i.e., a maximum price)?
4. Future research > wider RTP range, products other than slots and interaction with
other game characteristics
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2. Sub-stake wins – Do sub-stake wins increase product risk?
•

Definition: When the amount won is lower than the amount wagered (e.g., betting
$1.00 per spin and winning $0.20), we refer to this as a ‘sub-stake win’ (SSWs)
•

Also referred to as in academic literature as a ‘negative win’ (Sagoe et al., 2018); a ‘fake win’ (Wilkes et al.,
2010) or as a ‘loss-disguised-as-a-win’ (LDW; Dixon et al., 2010)
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2. Sub-stake wins (i.e., LDWs) – Do sub-stake wins increase product risk?
Background

•

Laboratory studies investigating the behavioural impacts of sub-stake wins reported:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Increases arousal compared to losing outcomes (Dixon et al., 2010; 2018);
Miscategorise as profit-making not loss-making (Dixon et al., 2010; Dixon et al., 2014)
Overestimate the frequency of wins received when gambling (Dixon et al., 2015; Jensen et al., 2013
Render games more enjoyable (Sharman et al., 2015; Graydon et al., 2018)
and more immersive (Dixon et al., 2018, Dow-Schull, 2005)

Research in a real gambling environment did not find evidence supporting role of
sub-stake wins in promoting risky play (Lole et al., 2014)
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2. Sub-stake wins – Do sub-stake wins increase product risk?
• First, we compared behavioural risk markers between games which offer sub-stake
wins with games which do not
• There were no statistically significant differences in risk with the exception of one variable:

Marker (over 12 months)

Slots without SSWs
(N= 23) – Mean (SD)

Slots with SSWs
Effect
(N=393) - Mean (SD) Size

Sig.

Volume of bets

971.06 (587.3)

966.87 (958.3)

0.116

.35

Amount wagered per player

£919.38 (705)

£927.32 (1302.7)

0.096

.437

-£15.17 (131.01)

-£28.73 (53.2)

0.17

.175

£0.97 (0.38)

£1.02 (0.94)

.06

.62

0.32% (0.036)

0.28% (0.06)

.37

.002

Net financial position per player
Average stake size per spin
% of deposit declines per player

• But what happens if you look at the frequency with which these SSWs are presented
in games (i.e., the hit rate of ‘sub-stake wins’)?
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2. Sub-stake-wins – More frequent SSWs correlated w higher volume
‘Bankroll Boosters’?
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2. Sub-stake wins – More frequent SSWs correlated w player losses
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2. Sub-stake wins – Do sub-stake wins increase product risk?
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2. Sub-stake wins - Do sub-stake wins increase product risk?
In summary:
• When comparing games with and without SSWs – preliminary evidence suggests few differences
between games
•

BUT games WITHOUT SSWs do have significantly higher % dep declines

• The ‘hit rate of SSWs’ is also factor:
•
•
•

Players have a higher volume of play on games with higher SSW hit rate
Players lose more money on games with higher SSW hit rate
But, here again, the lower the SSG hit rate, the greater the % deposit declines

Preliminary Discussion:
1. This preliminary evidence is inconsistent with some evidence from lab
2. Preliminary evidence currently does not necessarily provide support for the modification or
removal of SSWs as a harm reduction measure
•

Consider implications for removal ‘celebratory effects’

3. Next steps: future research should explore if impacts may differ based on player differences –
this was not possible using this data set
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